Look up, down, forward, backward, and diagonally to find the Hidden Words...

ECITCARP
CLOTHESE
STOVECNW
ELHTNOMT
ISKAHTND
RYPETEEM
EKOHVILP
TRBECNDL
TAROWTNA
APTUOLAN
BSBONKCM

batteries    two    prevent
plan     practice    out
clothes    month    candle
stove    knob    Sparky
matches    meet    phone

Visit Sparky.org for more fun safety stuff to do!

Sparky® is a registered trademark of the NFPA.
FIRE SAFETY-WORD SEARCH

DIRECTIONS:
Look for the hidden words and circle them. The words may be found going across, up, down or diagonally. (They will not be backwards.) The list below tells you what words to look for.
Happy hunting!

sources  aerosol  combustible  fire
oxygen  happen  help  responsible
plays  gasoline  cool  triangle
never  adult  fuel  no
useful  ignite  serious  curious
trusted  natural  lighters  resist
garage
Search For Words

Find and circle the words. They run right to left, left to right, bottom to top, top to bottom, and diagonally top to bottom or bottom to top.

plan  route  map  house  outside  extinguish
hydrant  engine  blanket  fighter  siren  drop
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